
Mushrooms
Babygirls and how they will make you suffer



❤❤😍✨✨Liver failure!!!!!!✨✨😍❤❤

Diversity win: these girlbosses will make you need a liver transplant

This is caused by science

You can trust me on this

I once ate a mushroom directly out of my grandmother’s yard without identifying it, 
and every since I have been cursed with visions of my inevitable fate



The inevitable fate is mushrooms



Every mushroom in this presentation is sapphic

Every mushroom is sapphic

No exceptions



Death Cap

-pretty

-mean

-eats an entire rotisserie chicken in the car with her

hands on the way home from the Walmart while

driving badly

-Certified liver failure babygirl

(Amanita Phalloides)



Look at this slay woman

Vampire.

( Bloody toothwort)



Cottagecore Lesbian

-She owns chickens

-Certified liver failure babygirl

-her wife is the Shaggy Inkcap

-plays nintendo games aggressively

-ask her about what happened in Siberia

-she will not tell you at camp because it is

not scouting appropriate

( Amanita Muscaria)



Grand Teton Goth GF

-Her wife is Amanita Muscaria

-Would not eat a vinaigrette

under any circumstance

-writes love letters in her own blood

-girlbossing

( Coprinus Spp.)



Strong Woman in STEM
-she’s from Michigan but her family is 

from Finland

- works at JPL in engine research

People think she looks like Morel 

and she uses that to bother Morel 

Uncertified unofficial liver failure babygirl, 

question mark (?)

( Gyromitra)



Lobsters are a sign of a toxic relationship

This is actually a mold growing on a mushroom

The mushroom thinks everything 

is completely fine

She is wrong

Hypomyces lactifluorum



Toxic relationship 2: Electric Bugaloo

The only real gamer girl

Her setup is insane

Her setup is literally 

an ant

The ant is insane



The OG liver failure Babygirl

-Angelcore

-Angel of Deathcore

She is so cute

Lady Dimitrescucore

Because she’s fem

but could also break down 

every organ in your body

(Amanita virosa)



God is not a woman she is a honey fungus under oregon

-is sentient

-is hivemind

-uses the word ‘hella’

-i lied, she is a honey fungus and also a woman

-she would eat a whole pine tree

-she has eaten a whole pine tree

( Armillaria ostoyae)



S̴̖͎͛̈ ͠ ͝ h̷̻̳̪͉ ̾ e̵͖̅͌͋͝  ̴͈̔͛̍̔̿à̶͇̰͚̘̖̆ w̴̹̰̆̔ a̵̡̛̬̍͒ k̶̦͖̦͝ ē̶͉̳̿ ņ̶͕̻ ̄ ŝ̴̫͐ ͘ 

You

Will

Not

Be

Prepared



Turkey Jerky  

Owns an antique store

Chivalry is not dead while she lives

Smells like mulch

Is it because she gardens?

Is it because she buried a body?

Eh

girlbossing

(Tremetes Versicolor)



Nonbinary (L)ic(h)on

yellow bellied sapsucker

even a little bit

Banana



Intestines

Just thought you 

needed to see this

This mushroom is 

also sapphic.

She is no thoughts

Head empty

Microwave sound effect

Concerning taste in music,

And i mean CONCERNING

Purple Jellydisc (Ascocoryne sarcoides)



Soup Butch

-Looks good in a suit

-Makes delicious soup

-Has dozens of people with unrequited 

crushes on her

-Is crushing on someone completely different

-people think she looks like Gyromitra and

she hates that



Oy

-Has eaten nothing but coffee grounds

 and toilet paper this month

-watches bad anime

-sells illicit monster energy behind the dumpster

Wears petticoats unironically

(Pleurotus ostreatus)



Granola

-Diversity win: this girlboss has 

health benefits when dried and eaten

(Ganoderma sichuanense)

-



Neither edible nor poisonous, but a secret third thing
She's not exactly a catch, but neither is 

she going to mess you up for life.

Best to leave her alone.

Her true name is unknown.



I’m right. You know that I’m right.

Every single one of these mushrooms is exactly the way that i’ve described them.



All thanks for this presentation go to our Board of Directors

They are the Board of Directors

—------------------------------------->


